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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a user social network and device capabilities aware recommender system to personalize content to the
current device of a user. The proposed recommender system presents some novelties that are not provided in existing collaborative
and content-based ﬁltering. First of all, we incorporate the user social network data to ﬁnd similar users not only using the
conventional similarities approach but also based on the social importance of the users. Furthermore, it considers the user access
device to ensure that the device is capable to stream and display. We present an approach that considers user experienced items,
users direct trust and the capability of contributing to the content network for ﬁnding similarity. We improve the accuracy, precision
and recall of the conventional recommender system. The proposed system can be used anywhere; however, we mainly focus on
IPTV content personalization.
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1. Introduction
Television is one of the most popular and oldest consumer products in every home around the world, evolving
from analog to digital and now entering the age of web based TV. The bi-directional communication of the television
enables the user to use the TV contents in more eﬃcient and convenient ways. The Smart TV enables the users not
only to watch the programs but to also give feedback about the programs, as well as recommendations of programs
to their friends. Web-based TV (IPTV) enables users to collaboratively share knowledge about the TV programs
and uses their feedback to personalize the contents for users. The interactive services of the IPTV and the social
networks promote the recommender systems to help the TV viewers identify reliable and desirable programs from the
abundance of programs options.
The rapid development in the technology of smart and high resolution devices, multimedia contents, social inter-
actions and feedback about contents require a highly developed recommender and ﬁltering system. We are now in the
age of facing several challenges with the abundance of data in the information era. Recommender Systems (RSs) are
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web based applications, software tools, programs and techniques providing suggestions for items/products to be of
use to a user [1]. RSs provide suggestions about items using either user feedback about previously experienced items
or the items description to ﬁnd similar items that are similar to user usage proﬁle. In RSs, the soul part is the recom-
mendation algorithms that make decisions using various types of information related to users and items. Based on the
algorithms, the RSs can be classiﬁed as: Content-based ﬁltering, Collaborative Filtering and the hybrid approach [2].
Content-based ﬁltering (CBF) recommends items that have similar content that users experienced previously. It
uses descriptions and metadata information of the programs to ﬁnd similar users. CBF needs the structural information
of both the experienced programs and the available programs. These methods do not consider the user opinions about
contents and assume that similar programs are rated similarly. CBF has the limitation of the structural information
requirement, useful for text-based recommendations but incompetent for unstructured items such as movies and music
[3]. These ﬁltering techniques restrict the user to only those type of programs that users previously experienced and
can’t recommend programs with diﬀerent contents and features.
Collaborative ﬁltering (CF) methods use the users’ opinions about programs to ﬁnd similar users to the target user,
and use their programs as candidates for recommendations. CF collects user opinions either explicitly using rating
and feedback information or implicitly by mining the user usage history pattern. These methods need a large volume
of history data for computing the similarity between users. The computational complexity increases as the rating data
increases. Based on the computational complexity, the CF can be classiﬁed as: memory-based CF and model-based
CF. The memory-based CF uses the entire history data to ﬁnd the similar users and items to use as candidates for
recommendation to the target user. These methods have the issue of ﬁnding similar users, when users have less rating
(cold start issues) and sparse rating information (sparsity). Memory-based CF has the advantage of high accuracy
but at the cost of high computation. The model-based CF approach performs some pre-computation to extract some
features from the history data and use these features instead of the whole dataset. The model-based methods improve
the sparsity and cold start issues at the cost of accuracy.
CBF has the issues of the structural information requirement, content description and the similarity issue for new
users having no experienced items. CF have issues of sparsity, cold start issues and scalability. The hybrid rec-
ommender systems combine the collaborative ﬁltering and content-based ﬁltering or some features of both ﬁltering
techniques. The combination of any other information such as user demographic or social information with the con-
tent or collaborative ﬁltering is also utilized in the hybrid approach. This approach improves the issues of both the
content and collaborative ﬁltering. The hybrid approach [4,5] ﬁnds the similar users: (1).Finds the similarities of
the CF and CBF separately and then combines using linear combination or some complex algorithm; (2). Combine
features of both algorithms and then ﬁnd the similar users using similarity algorithms. We propose a collaborative
ﬁltering approach for a social and device aware Smart TV recommender system that considers the user current device
and not only selects the K-nearest similar neighbor (KNN) user on similarity but also considers the social value using
the user interactions.
The contribution points of this paper can be summarized as: (1). We consider the current device for recommending
the TV programs that device can display (2). Finding the KNN users using combination of similarity and social value
of the user (3). Improve the users’ similarity by incorporating the Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient, Evaluated resources
and direct trust in the form of opinions and comments.
2. The Proposed Architecture for the Social Network and Device Aware Smart TV Recommender System
The convergence of smart devices and broadband networking technologies enable the users to access the multime-
dia contents anywhere and through multiple devices. The smart devices have various attributes such as media codecs,
screen resolution, CPU and access networks. Figure.1 shows the overall procedure of the proposed social and device
aware smart TV content recommender system. The proposed architecture acquires the user demographic information
explicitly from user or implicitly from the user social network. Our proposed architecture acquires the user current
device static and dynamic proﬁles to ensure that user device is capable to display with his likeness. Figure.2 shows
the overall procedure for social and device aware recommendation.
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Fig. 1. Approach of Social Network and Device Aware Personalized Content Recommendation
2.1. User Preferences Proﬁle Modeling From User Usage History & Clustering Similar Users
In this paper, we model the user proﬁle in terms of the user usage history including the genres of the TV programs
and the preference about the programs. During the program transmission and watching, we ﬁnd the dynamic proﬁle
of the user current device and maintain the user usage history to ﬁnd the user preference. We ﬁnd implicitly the user
preference and convert it to a rating value in the range of 1-5. If v is the watched program by the user u, then the user
preference puv is:
puv =
Tuv
Tv
(1)
where Tuv is the time user spent on the program v during broadcast, Tv is total time of the program. We use the
binary vector space representation for the genres of the program.
The proposed architecture improves the computational eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness by using the K-means cluster-
ing. We use the preferences, genres and demographic similarity and use linear combination to cluster the similar
users. We use the diﬀerent K values to ﬁnd the best cluster users. The diﬀerent clusters centroid are used to ﬁnd the
best cluster, and this cluster is used for ﬁnding similarity with the target user.
2.2. Selection of the K-nearest neighbors
The traditional collaborative ﬁltering either use the Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient or Cosine Similarity to ﬁnd the
similar users. The limitation of these similarity approaches are the consideration of the common items in the history.
We incorporate the Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient with the direct trust between the users and the contribution in
terms of the watching contents. We compute the similarity between the cluster users uc and the target user ut:
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Fig. 2. Procedure and Flow of Social Network and Device Aware Recommender System
sim(uc, ut) = α1PCCutuc + α2Γutuc + α3ζutuc (2)
Where PCC, Γ and ζ are Pearson similarity, direct trust and contribution of content respectively. The α1,α2 and α3
are the three real numbers such that their sum is equal to 1. Using Eq.(2), we ﬁnd the similarity and select the Top-N
most similar users.
2.3. Recommendation of Contents to User Current Device
The proposed architecture considers the user current device and access network to ﬁnd the visual quality and ensure
that user device is capable to display. Using the past experienced programs of the Top-N similar users that are not
experienced by the target user. We ﬁnd the prediction on a program v to the target user using Eq.(3).
P(v, ut) = {rt +
∑
i∈U sim(i, ut)(rvi − ri)∑
i∈U sim(i, ut)
} (3)
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3. Simulation & Results
We use the Yahoo multi-rating Movies dataset [7] for the evaluation of proposed system. The dataset provides the
user movies rating, user demographic and movies genres data. We convert the rating dataset
values in the range of 1-5. In this paper, for the evaluation of the system we use the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE).The MAE is deﬁned as:
MAE =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|pi − p´i| (4)
Where pi is user actual rating on a program and p´i is the predicted rating. Figure.3 shows the MAE performance of the proposed
Fig. 3. Performance measures (MAE)
system with traditional collaborative and content-based ﬁltering. The ﬁgure shows that our proposed system have low MAE value.
We also use the precision/recall for the performance measure [6]. Figure. 4 shows the performance of the precision and recall.
precision(u) =
sizeo f hitset
sizeo f top − Nset =
|test⋂ top − N|
|N| (5)
recall(u) =
sizeo f hitset
sizeo f testset
=
|test⋂ top − N|
|test| (6)
Fig. 4. Performance measures (Precision/Recall)
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4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the user social network and current device aware recommender system. The proposed system
integrates the user social networks data i.e. (direct friends and friends of friend) with the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient to ﬁnd the
most similar and trusted users, and use their watched programs as a candidate for recommendations. We also consider the social
importance of the users in terms of its content recommended to a target user previously. Furthermore, we consider the user current
capabilities so that it can display the recommended content. The simulation results show that our proposed system perform well in
terms of accuracy, precision and recall. In future, we will work to ﬁnd the visual perception on user device and recommendation to
user multiple active devices (N-Screen).
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